We consider bottom-k sampling for a set X, picking a sample S k (X) consisting of the k elements that are smallest according to a given hash function h. With this sample we can estimate the frequency f = |Y |/|X| of any subset Y as |S k (X) ∩ Y |/k. A standard application is the estimation of the Jaccard similarity f = |A ∩ B|/|A ∪ B| between sets A and B. Given the bottom-k samples from A and B, we construct the bottom-k sample of their union as
We show here that even if the hash function is only 2independent, the expected relative error is O(1/ √ fk). For fk = Ω(1) this is within a constant factor of the expected relative error with truly random hashing.
For comparison, consider the classic approach of repeated min-wise hashing, where we use k independent hash functions h 1, ..., h k , storing the smallest element with each hash function. For min-wise hashing, there can be a constant bias with constant independence, and this is not reduced with more repetitions k. Recently Feigenblat et al. showed that bottom-k circumvents the bias if the hash function is 8-independent and k is sufficiently large. We get down to 2-independence for any k. Our result is based on a simply union bound, transferring generic concentration bounds for the hashing scheme to the bottom-k sample, e.g., getting stronger probability error bounds with higher independence.
For weighted sets, we consider priority sampling which adapts efficiently to the concrete input weights, e.g., benefiting strongly from heavy-tailed input. This time, the analysis is much more involved, but again we show that generic concentration bounds can be applied. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors

INTRODUCTION
The concept of min-wise hashing (or the "MinHash algorithm" according to 1 ) is a basic algorithmic tool suggested by Broder et al. [6, 8] for problems related to set similarity and containment. After the initial application of this algorithm in the early Altavista search engine to detecting and clustering similar documents, the scheme has reappeared in numerous other applications 1 and is now a standard tool in data mining where it is used for estimating similarity [6, 8, 9] , rarity [13] , document duplicate detection [7, 20, 21, 36] , etc [2, 4, 10, 29] .
In an abstract mathematical view, we have two sets, A and B, and we are interested in understanding their overlap in the sense of the Jaccard similarity f = |A∩B| |A∪B| . In order to do this by sampling, we need sampling correlated between the two sets, so we sample by hashing. Consider a hash function h : A∪B → [0, 1]. For now we assume that h is fully random, and has enough precision that collisions are avoided with probability 1. The main mathematical observation is that Pr[argminh(A) = argminh(B)] is precisely f = |A∩B| |A∪ B|. Thus, we may sample the element with the minimal hash from each set, and use them in [argmin h(A) = argmin h(B)] for an unbiased estimate of f . Here, for a logical statement S, [S] = 1 if S is true; otherwise [S] = 0.
For more concentrated estimators, we use repetition with k independent hash functions, h 1, ..., h k . For each set A, we store M k (A) = (argmin h1(A), ..., argmin h k (A)), which is a sample with replacement from A. The Jaccard similarity between sets A and B is now estimated as |M k (A)∩M k (B)|/k where |M k (A) ∩ M k (B)| denotes the number of agreeing coordinates between M k (A) and M k (B). We shall refer to this approach as repeated min-wise or k×min.
For our discussion, we consider the very related application where we wish to store a sample of a set X that we can use to estimate the frequency f = |Y | |X| of any subset Y ⊆ X. The idea is that the subset Y is not known when the sample from X is made. The subset Y is revealed later in the form of a characteristic function that can tell if (sampled) elements belong to Y . Using the k×min sample M k (X), we estimate the frequency as |M k (X)∩Y |/k where |M k (X)∩Y | denotes the number of samples from M k (X) in Y .
Another classic approach for frequency estimation is to use just one hash function h and use the k elements from X with the smallest hashes as a sample S k (X). This is a sample without replacement from X. As in [12] , we refer to this as a bottom-k sample. The method goes back at least to [19] . The frequency of Y in X is estimated as |Y ∩ S k (X)|/k. Even though surprisingly fast methods have been proposed to compute k×min [3] , the bottom-k signature is much simpler and faster to compute. In a single pass through a set, we only apply a single hash function h to each element, and use a max-priority queue to maintain the k smallest elements with respect to h.
It is standard 1 to use bottom-k samples to estimate the Jaccard similarity between sets A and B, for this is exactly the frequency of the intersection in the union. First we con-
Stepping back, for subset frequency, we generally assume that we can identify samples from the subset. In the application to set similarity, it important that the samples are coordinated via hash functions, for this is what allows us to identify samples from the intersection as being sampled in both sets. In our mathematical analysis we will focus on the simpler case of subset frequency estimation, but it the application to set similarity that motivates our special interest in sampling via hash functions.
Limited independence.
The two approaches k×min and bottom-k are similar in spirit, starting from the same base 1×min = bottom-1. With truly random hash functions, they have essentially the same relative standard deviation (standard deviation divided by expectation) bounded by 1/ √ fk where f is the set similarity or subset frequency. The two approaches are, however, very different from the perspective of pseudo-random hash functions of limited independence [35] : a random hash function h is d-independent if the hash values of any d given elements are totally random.
With min-wise hashing, we have a problem with bias in the sense of sets in which some elements have a better than average chance of getting the smallest hash value. It is known that 1 + o(1) bias requires ω(1)-independence [26] . This bias is not reduced by repetitions as in k×min. However, recently Porat et al. [18] proved that the bias for bottom-k vanishes for large enough k 1 if we use 8-independent hashing. Essentially they get an expected relative error of O(1/ √ fk), and error includes bias. For fk = Ω(1), this is only a constant factor worse than with truly random hashing. Their results are cast in a new framework of "d-k-min-wise hashing", and the translation to our context is not immediate.
Results.
In this paper, we prove that bottom-k sampling preserves the expected relative error of O(1/ √ fk) with 2-independent hashing, and this holds for any k including k = 1. We note that when fk = o(1), then 1/ √ fk = ω(1), so our result does not contradict a possible large bias for k = 1.
We remark that we also get an O(1/ (1 − f )k) bound on the expected relative error. This is important if we estimate the dissimilarity 1 − f of sets with large similarity f = 1 − o (1) .
For the more general case of weighted sets, we consider priority sampling [17] which adapts near-optimally to the concrete input weights [31] , e.g., benefiting strongly from heavy-tailed input. We show that 2-independent hashing suffices for good confidence intervals.
Our positive finding with 2-independence contrasts recent negative results on the insufficiency of low independence, e.g., that linear probing needs the 5-independence [26] that was proved sufficient by Pagh et al. [25] .
Implementation.
For 2-independent hashing we can use the fast multiplication-shift scheme from [14] , e.g., if the elements are 32-bit keys, we pick two random 64-bit numbers a and b. The hash of key x is computed with the C-code (a * x + b) >> 32, where * is 64-bit multiplication which discards overflow, and >> is a right shift. This is 10-20 times faster than the fastest known 8-independent hashing based on a degree 7 polynomial tuned for a Mersenne prime field [34] 2 .
Practical relevance.
We note that Mitzenmacher and Vadhan [22] have proved that 2-independence generally works if the input has enough entropy. However, the real world has lots of low entropy data. In [34] it was noted how consecutive numbers with zero entropy made linear probing with 2-independent hashing extremely unreliable. This was a problem in connection with denial-of-service attacks using consecutive IP-addresses. For our set similarity, we would have similar issues in scenarios where small numbers are more common, hence where set intersections are likely to be fairly dense intervals of small numbers whereas the difference is more likely to consists of large random outliers. Figure 1 
presents an experiment
showing what happens if we try to estimating the dissimilarity with 2-independent hashing.
Stepping back, the result Mitzenmacher and Vadhan is that 2-independence works for sufficiently random input. In particular, we do not expect problems to show up in random tests. However, this does not imply that 2-independent hashing can be trusted on real data unless we have special reasons to believe that the input has high entropy. In Figure 1 , bottom-k performs beautifully with 2-independent hashing, but no amount of experiments can demonstrate general reliability. However, the mathematical result of this paper is that bottom-k can indeed be trusted with 2-independent hashing: the expected relative error is O(1/ √ fk) no matter the structure of the input.
Techniques.
To appreciate our analysis, let us first consider the trivial case where we are given a non-random threshold probability p and sample all elements that hash below p. As in [16] we refer to this as threshold sampling. Since the hash of a element x is uniform in [0, 1], this samples x with probability p. Figure 1 : Experiment with set consisting of 100300 32-bit keys. It has a "core" consisting of the consecutive numbers 1, ...100000. In addition it has 300 random "outliers". Using k samples from the whole set, we want to estimate the frequency of the outliers. The true frequency is 300 100300 ≈ 0.003. We used k = 1, ..., 100000 in k×min and bottom-k and made one hundred experiments. For each k, we sorted the estimates, plotting the 10th and 90th value, labeled as 10% and 90% fractile in the figures. We also plotted the results from a single experiment. For readability, only one in every 100 values of k is plotted. Both schemes converge, but due to bias, k×min converges to a value that is 70% too large. Since bottom-k does sampling without replacement, it becomes exact when the number of samples is the size of the whole set. The bias is a function of the structure of the subset within the whole set, e.g., the core set must have a negative bias complimenting the positive bias of the outliers. It is therefore not possible to correct for the bias if one only has the sample available.
of samples is the sum of d-independent 0-1 variables. This scenario is very well understood (see, e.g., [15, 30] ).
We could set p = k/n, and get an expected number of k samples. Morally, this should be similar to a bottom-k sample, which is what we get if we end up with exactly k samples, that is, if we end up with h (k) < p ≤ h (k+1) where h (i) denotes the ith smallest hash value. What complicates the situation is that h (k) and h (k+1) are random variables depending on all the random hash values.
An issue with threshold sampling is that the number of samples is variable. This is an issue if we have bounded capacity to store the samples. With k expected samples, we could put some limit K k on the number of samples, but any such limit introduces dependencies that have to be understood. Also, if we have room for K samples, then it would seem wasteful not fill it with a full bottom-K sample.
Our analysis of bottom-k samples is much simpler than the one in [18] for 8-independent hashing with k 1. With a union bound we reduce the analysis of bottom-k samples to the trivial case of threshold sampling. Essentially we only get a constant loss in the error probabilities. With 2independent hashing, we then apply Chebyshev's inequality to show that the expected relative error is O(1/ √ fk). The error probability bounds are immediately improved if we use hash functions with higher independence.
It is already known from [5] that we can use a 2independent bottom-k sample of a set to estimate its size n with an expected error of O( √ n). The estimate is simply the inverse of the kth smallest sample. Applying this to two Θ(n)-sized sets and their union, we can estimate |A|, |B|, |A ∪ B| and |A ∩ B| = |A| + |B| − |A ∪ B| each with an expected error of O( √ n). However, |A ∩ B| may be much smaller than O( √ n). If we instead multiply our estimate of the similarity f = |A ∩ B|/|A ∪ B| with the estimate of |A ∪ B|, the resulting estimate of |A ∩ B| is
The analysis of priority sampling for weighted sets is much more delicate, but again, using union bounds, we show that generic concentration bounds apply.
BOTTOM-K SAMPLES
We are given a set of X of n elements. A hash function maps the elements uniformly and collision free into [0, 1]. Our bottom-k sample S consists of the k elements with the lowest hash values. The sample is used to estimate the frequency f = |Y |/|X| of any subset Y of X as |Y ∩ S|/k. With 2-independent hashing, we will prove the following error probability bound for any r ≤r = √ k/3:
The result is obtained via a simple union bound where stronger hash functions yield better error probabilities.
With d-independence with d an even constant, the prob-
It is instructive to compare d-independence with the idea of storing d independent bottom-k samples, each based on 2-independence, and use the median estimate. Generally, if the probability of a certain deviation is p, the deviation probability for the median is bounded by (2ep) d/2 , so the 4/r 2 from (1) becomes (2e4/r 2 ) d/2 < (5/r) d , which is the same type of probability that we get with a single d-independent hash function. The big advantage of a single d-independent hash function is that we only have to store a single bottom-k sample.
If we are willing to use much more space for the hash function, then we can use twisted tabulation hashing [27] which is very fast, and then we get exponential decay in r though only down to an arbitrary polynomial the space used.
In order to show that the expected relative error is O(1/ √ fk), we also prove the following bound for fk ≤ 1/4:
From (1) and (2) Proof. The proof assumes (1) and (2). For the case fk > 1/4, we will apply (1). The statement is equivalent to saying that the sample error ||Y ∩S|−fk| in expectation is bounded by O( √ fk). This follows immediately from (1) for errors belowr √ fk = k |Y |/n. However, by (1), the probability of a larger error is bounded by 4/r 2 = O(1/k). The maximal error is k, so the contribution to the expected error is O(1). This is O( √ fk) since fk > 1/4. We will now handle the case fk ≤ 1/4 using (2) . We want to show that the expected absolute error is O( √ fk). We note that only positive errors can be bigger than fk, so if the expected error is above 2fk, the expected number of samples from Y is proportional to the expected error. We have √ fk ≥ 2fk, so for the expected error bound, it suffices to prove that the expected number of samples is
Using (2) for the probabilities, we now sum the contributions over exponentially increasing sample sizes.
A union upper bound
First we consider overestimates. For positive parameters a and b to be chosen, we will bound the probability of the overestimate
Define the threshold probability
Note that p is defined deterministically, independent of any samples. It is easy to see that the overestimate (3) implies one of the following two threshold sampling events:
(A) The number of elements from X that hash below p is less than k. We expected pn = k/(1 − a) elements, so k is a factor (1 − a) below the expectation.
(B) Y gets more than (1 + b)p|Y | hashes below p, that is, a factor (1 + b) above the expectation.
To see this, assume that both (A) and (B) are false. When (A) is false, we have k hashes from X below p, so the largest hash in S is below p. Now if (B) is also false, we have at Upper bound with 2-independence.
Addressing events like (A) and (B), let m be the number of elements in the set Z considered, e.g., Z = X or Z = Y . We study the number of elements hashing below a given threshold p ∈ [0, 1]. Assuming that the hash values are uniform in [0, 1], the mean is μ = mp. Assuming 2-independence of the hash values, the variance is mp(1 − p) = (1 − p)μ and the standard deviation is σ = (1 − p)μ. By Chebyshev's inequality, we know that the probability of a deviation by rσ is bounded by 1/r 2 . Below we will only use that the relative standard deviation σ bounded by 1/ √ μ. For any given r ≤ √ k/3, we will fix a and b to give a combined error probability of 2/r 2 . More precisely, we will fix a = r/ √ k and b = r/ √ fk. This also fixes p = k/(n(1 − a)). We note for later that a ≤ 1/3 and a ≤ b. This implies
In connection with (A) we study the number of elements from X hashing below p. The mean is pn ≥ k so the relative standard deviation is less than 1/ √ k. It follows that a relative error of a = r/ √ k corresponds to at least r standard deviations, so
In connection with (B) we study the number of elements from Y hashing below p. Let m = |Y |. The mean is pm = km/(n (1 − a) ) and the relative standard deviation less than 1/ √ pm < 1/ km/n. It follows than a relative error of b = r/ km/n is more than r standard deviations, so
By Proposition 2 we conclude that the probability of (3) is bounded by 2/r 2 . Rewriting (3) with (4), we conclude that
This bounds the probability of the positive error in (1). The above constants 3 and 2 are moderate, and they can easily be improved if we look at asymptotics. Suppose we want good estimates for subsets Y of frequency at least f min, that is, |Y | ≥ f min|X |. This time, we set a = r/ √ fk, and then we get P A ≤ f/r 2 . We also set b = r/ √ fk preserving PB ≤ 1/r 2 . Now for any Y ⊆ X with |Y | > fn, we have
where
With f = o(1) and k = ω(1), the error is ε = (1 + o(1))r/ √ fk, and the error probability is Pε = (1 + f )/r 2 = (1 + o(1))/r 2 . Conversely, this means that if we for subsets of frequency f and a relative positive error ε want an error probability around P ε, then we set r = 1/Pε and k = r 2 /(fε 2 ) = 1/(f Pε ε 2 ).
A union lower bound
We have symmetric bounds for underestimates:
This time we define the threshold probability p = k n(1+a ) . It is easy to see that the overestimate (3) implies one of the following two events:
(A ) The number of elements from X below p is at least k. We expected p n = k/(1 + a ) elements, so k is a factor (1 + a ) above the expectation.
(B ) Y gets less than (1 − b )p|Y | hashes below p , that is, a factor (1 − b ) below the expectation.
To see this, assume that both (A ) and (B ) are false. When (A ) is false, we have less than k hashes from X below p , so S must contain all hashes below p . Now if (B) is also false, we have at least
This contradicts (7) . By the union bound, we have proved Proposition 3. The probability of the underestimate (7) is bounded by P A + P B where P A and P B are the probabilities of the events (A ) and (B ), respectively.
Lower bound with 2-independence.
Using Proposition 3 we will bound the probability of underestimates, complementing our previous probability bounds for overestimates from Section 2.1. We will provide bounds for the same overall relative error as we did for the overestimates; namely
However, for the events (A ) and (B ) we are going to scale up the relative errors by a factor (1 + a) , that is, we will use a = a(1 + a) and b = b(1 + a). The overall relative negative error from (7) is then
Even with this smaller error, we will get better probability bounds than those we obtained for the overestimates. For (A) we used 1/ √ k as an upper bound on the relative standard deviation, so a relative error of a was counted as s A = a √ k standard deviations. In (A ) we have mean . Summing up, our negative relative error ε is smaller than our previous positive error ε, and our overall negative error probability bound 1/s A 2 + 1/s B 2 is smaller than our previous positive error probability bound 1/s A 2 +1/sB 2 . We therefore translate (5) to
which together with (5) establishes (1) . Likewise (6) translates to
As for the positive error bounds we note that with f = o(1) and k = ω(1), the error is ε = (1 + o(1))r/ √ fk and the error probability is P ε = (2 + o(1))/r 2 . Conversely, this means that if we for a target relative error ε want an error probability around P ε, then we set r = 2/Pε and k = r 2 /(fε 2 ) = 2/(f Pε ε 2 ).
Rare subsets
We now consider the case where the expected number fk of samples from Y is less than 1/4. We wish to prove (2)
For some balancing parameter c ≥ 2, we use the threshold probability p = ck/n. The error event (A) is that less than k elements from X sample below p. The error event (B) is that at least elements hash below p. As in Proposition 2, we observe that bottom-k samples from Y implies (A) or (B), hence that Pr[|Y ∩ S| ≥ ] ≤ P A + PB.
The expected number of elements from X that hash below p is ck. The error event (A) is that we get less than k, which is less than half the expectation. This amounts to at least √ ck/2 standard deviations, so by Chebyshev's inequality, the probability of (A) is PA ≤ 1/( √ ck/2) 2 = 4/(ck). The event (B) is that at least elements from Y hash below p, while the expectation is only fck. Assuming that ≥ 2fck, the error is by at least ( /2)/ √ fck standard deviations. By Chebyshev's inequality, the probability of (B)
We wish to pick c for balance, that is,
However, we have assumed that c ≥ 2 and that ≥ 2fck. The latter is satisfied because 2fck = 2fk /( √ fk) = 2 √ f and f ≤ 1/4. Assuming that c = /( √ fk) ≥ 2, we get PA + PB ≤ 8/(k( /( fk))) = 8 f/ .
When /( √ fk) < 2, we set c = 2. Then
Again we need to verify that ≥ fck = 2fk, but that follows because ≥ 1 and fk ≤ 1/4. We know that at one of the above two cases applies, so we conclude that
completing the proof of (2).
PRIORITY SAMPLING
We now consider the more general situation where we are dealing with a set I of weighted items with w i denoting the weight of item i ∈ I. Let I = i∈I wi denote the total weight of set I. Now that we are dealing with weighted items, we will use priority sampling [17] which generalizes the bottom-k samples we used for unweighted elements. The input is a set of I of weighted items. Each item or element i is identified by a unique key which is hashed uniformly to a random number h i ∈ (0, 1). The item is assigned a priority qi = wi/hi > wi. We assume that all priorities end up distinct and different from the weights. If not, we could break ties based on an ordering of the items. The priority sample S of size k contains the k samples of highest priority, but it also stores a threshold τ which is the (k + 1)th highest priority. Based on this we assign a weight estimate w i to each item i. If i is not sampled, w i = 0; otherwise wi = max{wi, τ}. A basic result from [17] is that E[ w i] = wi if the hash function is truly random (in [17] , the h i were described as random numbers, but here they are hashes of the keys).
We note that priority sampling generalize the bottom-k sample we used for unweighted items, for if all weights are unit, then the k highest priorities correspond to the k smallest hash values. In fact, priority sampling predates [12] , and [12] describes bottom-k samples for weighted items as a generalization of priority sampling, picking the first k items according to an arbitrary randomized function of the weights.
The original objective of priority sampling [17] was subset sum estimation. A subset J ⊆ I of the items is selected, and we estimate the total weight in the subset as w J = { wi|i ∈ J ∩ S}. By linearity of expectation, this is an unbiased estimator. A cool application from [17] was that as soon as the signature of the Slammer worm [23] was identified, we could inspect the priority samples from the past to track its history and identify infected hosts. An important point is that the Slammer worm was not known when the samples were made. Samples are made with no knowledge on which subsets will later turn out to be of interest.
Trivially, if we want to estimate the relative subset weight J/ I and we do not know the exact total, we can divide w J with the estimate wI of the total. As with the bottomk sampling for unweighted items, we can easily use priority sampling to estimate the similarity of sets of weighted items: given the priority sample from two sets, we can easily construct the priority sample of their union, and estimate the intersection as a subset. This is where it is important that we use a hash function so that the sampling from different sets is coordinated, e.g., we could not use iterative sampling procedures like the one in [11] . In the case of histogram similarity, it is natural to allow the same item to have different weights in different sets. More specifically, allowing zero weights, every possible item has a weight in each set. For the similarity we take the sum of the minimum weight for each item, and divide it by the sum of the maximum weight for each item. This requires a special sampling that we shall return to at the end.
Priority sampling is not only extremely easy to implement on-line with a standard min-priority queue; it also has some powerful universal properties in its adaption to the concrete input weights. As proved in [31] , given one extra sample, priority sampling has smaller variance sum i Var[ wi] than any off-line sampling scheme tailored for the concrete input weights. In particular, priority sampling benefits strongly if there are dominant weights w i in the input, estimated precisely as w i = max{wi, τ} = wi. In the important case of heavy tailed input distributions [1] , we thus expect most of the total weight to be estimated without any error. The quality of a priority sample is therefore often much better than what can be described in terms of simple parameters such as total weight, number of items, etc. The experiments in [17] on real and synthetic data show how priority sampling sometimes gains orders of magnitude in estimate quality over competing methods.
The quality of a priority estimate depends completely on the distribution of weights in the input, and often we would like to know how much we can trust a given estimate. What we really want from a sample is not just an estimate, but a confidence interval for the subset sum [32] : from the sample we want to compute lower and upper bounds that capture the true value with some desired probability. The confidence interval does not have to be a simple nice function. It has to be efficiently computable, and we want it to be as tight as possible.
All the current analysis of priority sampling [17, 31, 32] is heavily based on true randomness, assuming that the priorities are independent random variables, e.g., the proof from [17] that E[ w i] = wi starts by fixing the priorities qj of all the other items j = i. However, in this paper, we want to use hash functions with independence as low as 2, and then any such approach breaks down. Estimates will no longer be unbiased, but we will show that good confidence intervals can still be computed.
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to show that anything useful can be said about subset sum estimates based on given number of k samples made using < 8-independent random variables. The essence of our result is that priority sampling gets reasonable performance with any hashing scheme as long as it is 2-independent.
Below we first develop error probability bounds for priority sampling with limited independence applied to a given set of input weights. Afterwards we show how confidence intervals can be derived from a sample. At the very end, we show how to estimate histogram similarity.
Threshold sampling
Generalizing the pattern for unweighted sets, our basic goal is to relate the error probabilities with priority sampling to the much simpler case of threshold sampling for weighted items [16] . In our description of threshold sampling, we will develop notation and basic results that will later be used for priority sampling.
In threshold sampling, we do not have a predefined sample size. Instead we have a given threshold t. We will still use exactly the same random priorities as above, but now an item is sampled if and only if q i > t. The weight estimate is
Thus, if priority sampling leads to threshold τ , then the priority estimates are w i = w τ i . We shall use I t to denote the items sampled with threshold t, that is, items i with q i > t. The priority threshold τ is the (k + 1)st largest priority, hence the smallest value such that |I τ | ≤ k.
We note that threshold sampling is well-known from statistics (see, e.g., [28] ). With fully random and independent h i, each item i is sampled independently: a so-called a Poisson sampling scheme. With the given weights w i and threshold t, let k t be the expected number of samples with threshold t. Among all possible Poisson sampling schemes with unbiased estimators w i and an expected number of kt samples, threshold sampling is the unique scheme that minimizes the variance sum i∈I Var[ŵi] [28, p 86] .
Fractional subsets and inner products.
It is convenient to generalize from regular subsets to fractional subsets. For each i ∈ I, there is a fraction f i ∈ [0, 1]. We want to estimate fw denoting the inner product i∈I fiwi. We estimate it as f w t denoting i∈I fi w t i = i∈S fi w t i . Note that for this estimate, we only need to know f i for i ∈ S. To emulate a standard subset J, we let f be the characteristic function of J, that is, f i = 1 if i ∈ J; otherwise fi = 0 otherwise. Using inner products will simplify a lot of notation in our analysis. The generalization to fractional subsets comes for free in our analysis which is all based on concentration bounds for sums of random variables X i ∈ [0, 1].
Notation for smaller weights.
Whenever we with threshold or priority sampling end up with a threshold t, we know that variability in the estimate is from items i with weight below t. We will generally use a subscript <t to denote the restriction to items i with weights w i < t, e.g., I<t = {i ∈ I|wi < t} and w<t = (wi)i∈I <t is the vector of these smaller weights. Then fw <t = i∈I <t fiwi. Notice that fw<t does not include i with wi ≥ t even if f iwi < t.
Above we defined w <t to denote the vector (wi)i∈I <t of weights below t, and used it for the inner product fw <t = i∈I <t fiwi. When it is clear from the context that we need a number, not a vector, we will use w<t to denote the sum of these weights, that is, w <t = i∈I <t wi = 1w<t where 1 is the all 1s vector. Since fi ≤ 1 for all i, we always have fw <t ≤ w<t.
We shall use subscript ≤t , ≥t , and >t to denote the corresponding restriction to items with weight ≤ t, ≥ t, and > t, respectively.
For a subset J of I, we let fJ = i∈J fi, thus identifying J with its characteristic vector. As an example, we can write our estimate with threshold t as
Error probability functions.
As in the unweighted case, the point in relating to threshold sampling is that error probability bounds for threshold sampling are easily derived. For items with unit weights, we reduced the bottom-k sampling error event to the union of four threshold sampling error events (A), (B), (A'), and (B'). However, now with weighted items, we are going to reduce the priority sampling error event to the union of an unbounded number of threshold sampling error events that happen with geometrically decreasing probabilities. Our reduction will hold for most hash functions, including 2independent hash functions, but to make such a claim clear, we have to carefully describe what properties of the hash functions we rely on.
Assume that the threshold t is fixed. With reference to (11) , the variability in our estimate is all from fI t <t . An item i ∈ I <t is sampled and included in I t <t if qi = wi/hi > t ⇐⇒ h i < wi/t, hence with probability wi/t. If i is sampled, it adds f i ∈ [0, 1] to fI t <t ; otherwise 0. The above is an instance of bounded random variables
With the fixed threshold t, Xi depends only on the hash h i. Therefore, if the hash values hi are, say d-independent, then so are the X i. Let X = i∈I <t Xi and μ = E[X]. We are interested in an error probability function ℘ such that for every μ > 0, δ > 0, if μ = E[X], then
The error probability function ℘ that we can use depends on the quality of the hash function. For example, if the hash function is 2-independent, then Var[X] ≤ μ, and then by Chebyshev's inequality, we can use
For most of our results, it is more natural to think of δ as a function of μ and some target error probability P ∈ (0, 1), defining δ(μ, P ) such that μ(μ, δ(μ, P )) = P.
Returning to threshold sampling with threshold t, for i ∈ I <t, we have Xi = fi[i ∈ I t <t ], X = fI t <t , and μ = fw<t/t. Moreover, by (11) 
When we start analyzing priority sampling, we will need to relate the probabilities of different threshold sampling events. This places some constraints on the error probability function ℘. Mathematically, it is convenient to allow ℘ to attain values above 1, but only the values below 1 are probabilistically intersting.
Definition 4. An error probability function ℘ : 
The conditions are trivially satisfied with our Chebyshev bound ℘(μ, δ) = 1/(μδ 2 ). We will use (c) to argue that probabilities of different events fall geometrically. The somewhat cryptic formulation in (c) is relevant in connection with higher independence, e.g., for full randomness we have the standard Chernoff bounds (see, e.g., [24] ) that for δ ≤ 1
give ℘(μ, δ) = 2 exp(−δ 2 μ/3). This ℘ only satisfies (15) if μ 0δ 2 0 ≥ 3. Obviously the Chernoff bounds give much faster decrease as μδ 2 increases. The point in our results is that we only require the decrease in (15) .
As an application of (a) and (b) we get Lemma 5. For thresholds t , t, and relative errors δ , δ, if t < t and ℘(fw <t /t , δ <t ) = ℘(fw ≤t /t, δ ≤t ), then δ fw <t < δfw<t.
Hence, for any fixed target error probability P in (14) , the target error δ(fw<t/t, P )fw<t is strictly decreasing in the threshold t.
Proof. We will divide the decrease from t to t into a series of atomic decreases. The first atomic "decrease" is from fw ≤t to fw<t. This makes no difference unless there are weights equal to t so that fw <t < fw ≤t . Assume this is the case and suppose ℘(fw <t/t, δ<t) = ℘(fw ≤t /t, δ ≤t ). Since fw ≤t /t < f w<t/t, it follows directly from (b) that δ <tf w<t/t < δ ≤t w ≤t /t, hence that δ<tfw<t < δ ≤t w ≤t .
The other atomic decrease we consider is from fw <t to fw ≤t where t < t and with no weights in (t , t), hence with fw ≤t = fw<t. Suppose ℘(fw ≤t /t , δ ≤t ) = ℘(fw <t/t, δ<t). Since t < t, fw ≤t /t > fw<t/t, so by (a), δ ≤t < δ <t . It follows that δ ≤t fw ≤t < δ<tfw<t. Alternating between these two atomic decreases, we can implement an arbitrary decrease in the threshold as required for the lemma.
Threshold confidence intervals.
In the case of threshold sampling with a fixed threshold t, it is now trivial to derive confidence intervals for the true value fw. The sample gives us the exact value fw ≥t for weights at least as big as t, and an estimate f w t <t for those below. Setting
Priority sampling: the main result
We are now ready to present our main technical result.
Theorem 6. For items i ∈ I, let be given a weight vector (w i)i∈I with corresponding fractions (fi)i∈I . With a given target error probability P and sample size k, consider a random priority sampling event, assigning to each item i ∈ I, a hash h i ∈ (0, 1) and priority qi = wi/hi. Let τ be the resulting priority threshold, i.e, the k + 1th largest priority. Let δ = 6 δ(f w <τ /(3τ ), P ).
If δ < 2, then
Pr[|f w τ − fw| > δfw<τ ] = O(P ).
The above constants are not optimized, but with pure Onotation, it is not as easy to make a formally clear statement. Ignoring the constants and the restriction δ < 2, we see that our error bound for priority sampling with threshold τ is of the same type as the one in (14) for threshold sampling with fixed threshold t = τ . In our case, the priority threshold τ is variable, and from Lemma 5 it follows that our probabilistic error bound 6 δ(f w <τ /(3τ ), P ) fw<τ decreases with the priority threshold τ .
The proof of Theorem 6 is rather convoluted. With some target error probability P , we will identify t min, tmax such that A union bound on ¬(i)∨¬(ii) implies Theorem 6. What makes (ii) very tricky to prove is that δ(f w <t/(3t), P ) can vary a lot for different t ∈ [t min, tmax].
Then Pr[f w τ <τ > (2 + 2δτ )fw<τ ] = O(P ) Complementing Theorem 6, we only intend to use Theorem 7 for large errors where (1 + 2δτ ) = O(δτ ). We wish to provide a probabilistic lower bound for fw <τ . Unfortunately, we do not know t max which depends on the whole weight vector (w i)i∈I . However, based our priority sample, it is not hard to generate a probabilistic upper bound tmax on tmax such that Pr[tmax < tmax] ≤ P . We then compute τ = 1 + log 2 (tmax/τ ) and set f w − <τ = min{x | δ = δ(x/τ, P/ 2 )) ∧ 2(1 + δ)x ≥ f w τ <τ }. Then by Theorem 7,
Pr fw<τ ≥ f w − <τ = 1 − O(P ). To see this, let f w * <τ be the value we would have obtained if we had computed f w − <τ using the real tmax. Our error event is that tmax < tmax or fw<τ < f w * <τ . The former happens with probability at most P , and Theorem 7 states that the latter happens with probability O(P ). Hence none of these error events happen with probability 1 − O(P ), but then tmax ≥ tmax, implying f w − <τ ≤ f w * <τ ≤ fw<τ . For space reasons, the proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 are deferred to the full version [33] of this paper.
Histogram similarity
As mentioned earlier, with weighted items, given the priority samples of sets A and B, we can easily estimate the weight of their intersection and union. As for bottom-k sample, the point is that we can construct the priority sample of their union. This priority sample involves the top k + 1 priorities from A ∪ B. If one of these is in A, then it must also be among the top k + 1 priorities from A.
However, if we want to compare histograms, then it is natural to say that the same item i may have different weights in different sets. The item i has weight w A . The issue is as follows. From our priority samples over the w A i and w B i we can easily get the priority sample for the wi = w max i . However, for the i sampled, we would typically not have a sample with w min i , and then we cannot compute fi. Our solution is to keep the instances of an item i in A and B separate as twins i A and i B with priorities q A i = w A i /hi and q B i = w B i /hi. For coordination, we still use the same hash value h i to determine the priorities. If w A i = w B i , we get q A i = q B i , and then we break the tie in favor of i A . The priority sample for A ∪ B consists of the top k split items, and the priority threshold τ is the k + 1 biggest among all priorities. Estimation is done as usual. The important point here is the interpretation of the results. If w A i ≥ w B i , then the priority of i A is higher than that of i B . Thus, in our sample, when we see an item i C , C ∈ {A, B}, we count it for the union w max if it is not preceded by its twin; otherwise we count it for the intersection w min .
The resulting estimators w min and w max will no longer be unbiased with truly random hashing. However, for our probabilistic error bounds with pseudo-random hashing, there is no asymptotic effect to our analysis. All the current analysis is using union bounds over threshold sampling events, using the fact that each hash value h i contributes at most 1 to the number of items with priorities above a given threshold t. Now h i affects 2 twins, but this is fine since all we need is that the contribution of each random variable is bounded by a constant.
